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EDITOR’S NOTES

When it comes to the best gifts for the 
2017 Christmas season, A Global Lifestyle 
and Destination Luxury has you covered. 
From luxurious gifts to fashion forward 

finds, use our luxury gift guide for 
everyone on your list. 
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PUBLIC SUPPLY

This holiday season, give someone that perfect gift while 
also supporting public school arts. This incredible 
company has notebooks and writing utensils in a variety of 
sizes, colors and prints. The perfect holiday gift and 
stocking stuffer.

http://public-supply.com/

EYE BOBS

Eyebobs, purveyor of luxury reading glasses, is celebrating 
the holidays with a spectacular new collection of 

prescription eyewear for independent thinkers. 
Unapologetically bold frames—from cool and classic to 

avant-garde—feature high-quality, handmade Italian 
acetate available in hundreds of styles and colors. 

Additional design details include spring hinges for a more 
comfortable fit and lenses that are both anti-reflective 
and scratch-free. With tongue-in-cheek names such as 

“Frizz Bee,” “Phone It In,” and “Board Stiff,” there are frames 
to suit every mood and personality.

https://www.eyebobs.com/rx-all
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MODANI

Design a perfect home o�ce with stylish and functional 
furniture from Modani. You won’t have to sacrifice comfort 
for style with the Karel Fabric Armchair. With cushions that 
will leave you comfortable without feeling sunken in, 
working from home will be a breeze this year.

https://www.modani.com/living/lounge-chairs/karel-contempo
rary-cream-fabric-armchair

HELLO FRESH
GIFT CARD

A Hello Fresh Gift Card is a gift they will all be thankful for, 
with no wrapping paper required. While anyone can deliver 

a box of food, HelloFresh opens an experience that brings 
the fun of cooking back into people’s lives. By covering the 

shopping, planning, and delivering ingredients and 
step-by-step recipes, customers can relax and enjoy all 

there is to love about cooking -- and eating! In just a few 
easy-to-master steps, home cooks can chop, zest, and sauté 

like naturals thanks to recipes that take just 30 minutes. 
Starting at $59.

https://www.hellofresh.com/tasty/gift-landing/
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VIE HEALING

The holidays can often result in overindulgence and getting 
run down. This season, fend it off enjoy a delicious, purifying 
tea based on Chinese Traditional Medicine, created by 
Beverly Hills acupuncturist Mona Dan. This cleansing blend 
includes detoxifying green tea, blood-stimulating dandelion 
root, enzyme-rich shizandra berries, germ-fighting 
lemongrass and energizing orange peel.  The detoxifying tea 
also offers optimal defense against harmful toxins. 

https://www.viehealing.com/paidu-shop/paidu-detox-tea

HORACIO PRINTING

Need the perfect present for the prayerful planner on your 
list? Give the gift of faith-driven inspiration with the 

Christian planners from Horacio Printing. On a mission to 
inspire people to unlock their inner artist and God-given 

purpose, Horacio Printing strives to help everyone reclaim 
their schedule, life and dreams. Passionate about placing 

value and worth on every life, Horacio Printing is on a 
mission to give back. With each order placed, the brand 

donates 10% of every product sold to A21.org – an 
incredible organization that is changing the world by 

fighting human tra�cking globally.

https://www.horacioprinting.com/
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THIS WORKS

Wave goodbye to sleepless nights and tired mornings this 
Christmas with this complete collection of best-selling 
sleep aids. The luxury kit contains all you need to cultivate 
the right environment for good quality sleep, however 
stressful the holiday season.

http://www.thisworks.com/us/gifts/christmas-gifts/dream-big.
html#sthash.2AI97Hl2.dpbs

FOSSIL

Fossil's smallest hybrid smartwatch todate is the perfect 
gift for those who love style—with innovative

tech that makes your life easier. No charging needed. 
Exchanging presents with on-the-go friends? Gift one of 

Fossil's Q touchscreen smartwatches. You can customize 
the watch face design and the most-used features and 

apps on the dial. Or, simply make your own present! Design 
a brand-new timepiecewith Build-A-Watch or personalize 
one of the sleek leather accessories—the only limit is your 

imagination and customize everything from straps to 
jewelry and everything in between.

https://www.fossil.com/us/en/wearable-technology.html
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MINNIE ROSE

The holidays are all about the cozy vibe. Give someone the 
gift of #hygge, or the best next thing - Minnie Rose 
cashmere slippers. They are the softest, most luxurious 
items you’ll ever put on your feet.

https://minnierose.com/collections/accessories?variant=4866
668134437

THE MINDFUL
NOTEBOOK

This unique leather-bound notebook includes a daily 
inspirational quote at the top of each page, a creative place 
to write your thoughts and a daily gratitude section for use 

at the end of each day. Make 2018 the year to be present 
and calm in our tech-obsessed world. 

https://www.kickstarter.com/projects/404746863/the-mindful-
notebook-by-corsocom/description
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DSW 

Pair up the Tiggles bootie from Sugar with any outfit for an 
outstanding look. This ankle bootie is features side cutouts 
with stitching details and perfectly finished with wrap 
around strap with laser-cut accents for an enhanced appeal.

https://www.dsw.com/en/us/product/sugar-tiggles-bootie/4070
71?activeColor=200

PIXIE MOOD

Whether you’ve got a holiday vacation, are planning a girls 
night out, or you just want to upgrade your look, Pixie 

Mood will turn heads without harming animals! Born out of 
a love for fashion, Pixie Mood designs on-trend accessories 

that are vegan-friendly and PETA approved. Make a 
compassionate choice while still looking fabulous with 

vibrant, vegan fashion!

https://www.pixiemood.com/product/kim-convertible-ba
ckpack-ash-plum-retail/ 
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HAPPY
HOLIDAYS
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